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Why KDP?
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In 2000, a company called CreateSpace came to the aid of writers who were not

being noticed by "big publishers". CreateSpace created a self-publishing platform

for the little guys. Amazon bought the company in 2005 and it became known as

Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP).

CreateSpace effectively demystified the book-publishing process for writers. This

manual will walk you through the steps laid out in Amazon KDP (from creating a

profile to linking your bank information for royalty payment and tax purposes),

making self-publishing as simple as possible for you.

Let's get started!

hello@ibienebidiaque



STEP 1:
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Visit the website address above to set

up your KDP profile. If you already

have an Amazon account you use for

shopping or for Amazon Prime, you

can use the same log in details.

Create your KDP profile

kdp.amazon.com
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STEP 2:

The language it is written in

The title of the book

Whether or not it is part of a series

Author's name

Book description (summary)

Categories 

Age restriction (if any) etc.

Now that your Amazon KDP accout is set up, it's time to tell Amazon about your

book. 

Enter your book's details in the sections provided:

Set up your book's details



STEP 3(a):
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Print options (whether you want cream or

white paper; black or coloured print)

Book/trim size

Paperback finishing (matte or glossy) etc.

Amazon will provide you with a unique ISBN

(International Standard Book Number) - which

is a numeric book identifier that is unique to

your book.  Alternatively, if you already have an

ISBN, you can use that instead.

You will then choose and input details

regarding the following:

You then upload your manuscript. Note that

uploading your manuscript as a WORD

document will make the Kindle version of the

book (if you choose to offer a Kindle option)

look better, format-wise

Be sure that the final manuscript you upload has

been edited and proofread by a professional

editor, who will help you catch typos and other

grammatical errors.

BOOK CONTENT - Manuscript
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STEP 3(b):
Ensure that the book cover you upload is a PDF. The book cover should be a flat lay

out design, as below. You want a cover that pops out to your potential reader. It is

highly recommended that you hire the services of a graphics designer who can

help you achieve this.

After the manuscript and book cover have been uploaded, click LAUNCH

PREVIEWER. Amazon's AI will then detect whether or not the dimensions of the 

 manuscript and cover are aligned, and if anything is out of frame. If an error is

detected, you will need to correct this, as you will not be able to move to the next

step unless  LAUNCH PREVIEWER approves your manuscript and book cover

dimensions.

BOOK CONTENT - Cover

Source: designyourway.net



STEP 4:
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On this page, you decide where to sell your

books across the various Amazon stores

(e.g.: amazon.com, amazon.co.uk,

amazon.ca, amazon.de etc.); you decide how

much to sell your book and Amazon will

show you how much the book will be sold in

each store/currency.

You also choose your royalty rate  and

distribution settings on this page.

It is advised that you order proofs of the

book (so that you can touch and feel it and

perhaps do one last proofread!) before

PUBLISHING the book.

Once you hit PUBLISH, Amazon spends

about 72 hours reviewing your book before

copies will be made available on Amazon! 

After the book has been published, as the

author, when you order copies (you can only

order 999 at a time!), you don't buy the book

at the full price but at a highly discounted

price.

Rights & Pricing
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STEP 5:
Amazon will prompt you to input your author/publisher information, and bank and

social insurance (security) number in order to receive both royalty payments and

annual tax forms for submission to your country's revenue authority.

You can always access and change these details at your Amazon KDP dashboard or

at the link below:

Royalties & Taxes

account.kdp.amazon.com
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Let's connect!

As an author, I understand the frustration of
pushing through red tape and the many
rejections you wade through just to get your
work out there. That is why I wrote this guide. 
 I have written 3 books (2 poetry/short story
collections and a novel), all published through
Amazon KDP.

I am a Certified Administrative Professional
(CCAP) and an upstanding member of the
Association of Administrative Professionals. I
have over 10 years' experience helping small-
and medium-sized businesses establish and
streamline their processes and working
methods. 

ABOUT
I.B. ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

Streamline processes so that unnecessary steps or activities that drain energy
and cause frustration are done away with
Help clients find what they need, when they need it
Help clients communicate with their target audience.

I.B. Administrative Services exists to handle administrative burdens for
entrepreneurs. 
Our clients range from musicians to event planners to interior designers. Regardless
of the industry, we have consistently been able to:

I b i e n e  B i d i a q u e ,  M A  C C A P

he l lo@ib ieneb id iaque .com
ib ieneb id iaque .com/adminserv ices

https://canadianadmin.ca/

